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Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China

Final Scope Ruling: LumiSource, Inc.

On October 21,2004, the Department of Commerce ("the Department") received a scope ruling
request from LumiSource, Inc. ("LumiSource"). See LumiSource's October 21, 2004, Request
for Scope Ruling ("Scope Request"). LumiSource requested that the Department determine
whether certain occasional seating furniture that it produces is outside the scope of the
investigation of wooden bedroom furniture from the People's Republic of China ("PRC''). Sf":
Scope Request. Specifically, the request covers LumiSource's cell phone stash chair, whale stash
chair, dolphin stash chair and stashcube.

On January 4,2005, the Department published the antidumping duty order on wooden bedroom
furniture from the PRC. See Amended Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and
Antidumping Duty Order: Wooden Bedroom Furniture From the People's Republic of China, 70
FR 329 (January 4, 2005) ("Order").



Background

The Department initially defined the scope of the investigation in its notice ofinitiation. This
scope language was modified at different points throughout the investigation until being finalized
in the antidnmping duty order. The final scope language is as follows:

The product covered by the order is wooden bedroom furniture. Wooden bedroom furniture is
generally, but not exclusively, designed, manufactured, and offered for sale in coordinated
groups, or bedrooms, in which all of the individual pieces are of approximately the same style
and approximately the same material and/or finish. The subject merchandise is made
substantially of wood products, including both solid wood and also engineered wood products
made from wood particles, fibers, or other wooden materials such as plywood, oriented strand
board, particle board, and fiberboard, with or without wood veneers, wood overlays, or
laminates, with or without non-wood components or trim such as metal, marble, leather, glass,
plastic, or other resins, and whether or not assembled, completed, or finished.

The subject merchandise includes the following items: (I) wooden beds such as loft beds, bunk
beds, and other beds; (2) wooden headboards for beds (whether stand-alone or attached to side
rails), wooden footboards for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds; (3)
night tables, night stands, dres~ers, commodes, bureaus, mule chests, gentlemen's chests,
bachelor's chests, lingerie chests, wardrobes, vanities, chessers, chifforobes, and wardrobe-type
cabinets; (4) dressers with framed glass mirrors that are attached to, incorporated in, sit on, or
hang over the dresser; (5) chests-on-chests!, highboys2, lowboys3, chests of drawers4

, chests5,

! A chest-an-chest is typically a tall chest-of-drawers in two or more sections (or appearing to be in two or
more sections), with one or two sections mounted (or appearing to be mounted) on a slightly larger chest; also known
as a tallboy. .

2 A highboy is typically a tall chest of drawers usually composed of a base and a top section with drawers,
and supported on four legs or a small chest (often 15 inches or more in height).

3 A lowboy is typically a short chest of drawers, not more than four feet high, normally set on short legs.

4 A chest of drawers is typically a case containing drawers for storing clothing.

5
A chest is typically a case piece taller than it is wide featuring a series of drawers and with or without one

or more doors for storing clothing. The piece can either include drawers or be designed as a large box incorporating
a lid. .
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door chests6
, chiffoniers?, hutches8

, and annoires9
; (6) desks, computer stands, filing cabinets,

book cases, or writing tables that are attached to or incorporated in the subject merchandise; anu
(7) other bedroom furniture consistent with the above list.

The scope of the Petition excludes the following items: (1) seats, chairs, benches, couches, sofas,
sofa beds, stools, and other seating furniture; (2) mattresses, mattress supports (including box
springs), infant cribs, water beds, and futon frames; (3) office furniture,. such as desks, stand-up
desks, computer cabinets, filing cabinets, credenzas, and bookcases; (4) dining room or kitchen
furniture such as dining tables, chairs, servers, sideboards, buffets, comer cabinets, china
cabinets, and china hutches; (5) other non-bedroom furniture, such as television cabinets,
cocktail tables, end tables, occasional tables, wall systems, book cases, and entertainment
systems; (6) bedroom furniture made primarily of wicker, cane, osier, bamboo or rattan; (7) side
rails for beds made of metal if sold separately from the headboard and footboard; (8) bedroom
furniture in which bentwood parts predominatelO

; (9) jewelry armories l !; (10) cheval mirrors l2
;

6 A door chest is typically a chest with hinged doors to store clothing, whether or not containing drawers.

The piece may also include shelves for televisions and other entertainment electronics.

7 A chiffonier is typically a tall and narrow chest of drawers normally used for storing undergarments and
lingerie, often with mirror(s) attached.

8 A hutch is typically an open case of furniture with shelves that typically sits on another piece of furniture
and provides storage for clothes.

9 An armoire is 'typically a tall cabinet or wardrobe (typically 50 inches or taller), with doors, and with one
or more drawers (either exterior below or above the doors or interior behind the doors), shelves, and/or garment rods
or other apparatus for storing clothes. Bedroom armoires may also be used to hold television receivers and/or other
audio-visual entertainment systems.

\0 As used herein, bentwood means solid wood made pliable. Bentwood is wood that is brought to a
curved shape by bending it while made pliable with nloist heat or other agency and then set by cooling or drying.
See Customs' Headquarters' Ruling Letter 043859, dated May 17, 1976.

II Any armoire, cabinet or other accent item for the purpose of storing jewelry, not to exceed 24" in width,
18" in depth, and 49" in height, including a minimum of 5 lined drawers lined with felt or felt-like material, at least
one side door lined with felt or felt-like material, with necklace hangers, and a flip-top lid with inset mirror. See
Memorandum from Laurel LaCivita to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director, Issues and Decision Memorandum
Concerning Jewelry Armoires and Cheval Mirrors in the Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom
Furniture from the People's Republic of China; dated August 31, 2004.

12

Cheval mirrors, i.e., any fi:amed, tiltable mirror with a height in excess of 50" that is mounted on a floor
standing, hinged base.
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(11) certain metal parts 13; (12) mirrors that do not attach to, incorporate in, sit on, or hang 0,,,1 a
dresser if they are not designed and marketed to be sold in conjunction with a dresser a., ,'all of a
dresser-mirror set.

Imports of subject merchandise are classified under statistical category 9403.50.9040 ofthe
HTSUS as "wooden...beds" and under statistical category 9403.50.9080 of the HTSUS as
"other...wooden furniture of a kind used in the bedroom." In addition, wooden headboards for
beds, wooden footboards for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds may
also be entered under statistical category 9403.50.9040 ofthe HTSUS as "parts ofwood" and
framed glass mirrors may also be entered under statistical category 7009.92.5000 of the HTSUS
as "glass mirrors ... framed." This investigation covers all wooden bedroom furniture meeting the
above description, regardless of tariff classification. Although the HTSUS subheadings are
provided for convenience and customs purposes, our written description of the scope of this
proceeding is dispositive.

See Order, 70 FR at 332-333.

The Department did not consider Lumisource's October 21, 2004, submission in the final scope
memorandum or at any other point in the investigation because it was not filed prior to the July
30, 2004, deadline established in our preliminary determination. See Preliminary Determination
of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Postponement of Final Determination: Wooden Bedroom
Furniture from the People's Republic of China, 69 FR 35312 (June 24, 2004); see also
Memorandum from Laurel LaCivita. Senior Case Analyst, through Robert Bolling, Program
Manager, to Laurie Parkhill, Office Oirector for ChinaINME Group 8: Preliminary
Determination: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China in the
Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of
Chin!!, June 17, 2004 ("Prelim Scope Memo").

On August 6, 2004, Petitioners '4 provided rebuttal comments to issues outlined in the Prelim
Scope Memo aud submitted by interested parties by July 30,2004. In their August 6, 2004,
submission, Petitioners did not address comments that were not timely filed. See Letter from
King and Spalding to Secretary of Commerce: Petitioner's Rebuttal Comments Concerning the

I3Meta! furniture parts and unfinished furniture parts made of wood products (as defined above) that are not
otherwise specifically named in this scope ILe., wooden headboards for beds, wooden footboards for beds, wooden
side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds) and that do not possess the essential character of wooden bedroom
furniture in an unassembled, incomplete, or unfinished form. Such parts are usnally classified in subheading
9403.90.7000, HTSUS.

14 Petitioners are the American Furniture Manufacturers Committee for Legal Trade and its individual
members and the Cabinet Makers, Millmen, and Industrial Carpenters Local 721, UBC Southern Council of
Industrial Worker's Local Union 2305, United Steel Workers of American Loca1193U, Carpenters Indnstrial Union
Local 2093, and Teamsters, Chanffeurs, Warehousemen and Helper Local 991 (collectively "Petitioners").
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Scope of the Investigation, August 6, 2004, at page 4. Thus, Petitioners did not submit
comments on the scope request.

In our final determination, the Department only addressed comments received by July 30, 2004.
See Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Wooden Bedroom Furniture From the
People's Republic of China, 69 FR 67313 (November 17, 2004); see also Memorandum from
Erol Yesin. Case Analyst, to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director, Final Determination: Wooden
Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China: Comments of the Scope of the
Investigation (November 8, 2004); see also Letter from Laurie Parkhill to All Interested Parties
(October 25,2004). We did not consider nor respond to the scope request because it was not
received prior to July 30, 2004.

On July 28, 2005, the Department issued a letter to LumiSource, requesting that it submit an
affmnative response if it continued to be interested in the issues raised in its October 21, 2004,
submission. See Letter from Wendy J. Frankel to LumiSource, Inc. (July 28,2005) ("Letter of
Interest"). In the letter, the Department stated that we would address the issues raised in
Lumisource's October 21, 2004, submission in the context of a scope inquiry pending receipt of
an affilmative response from LumiSource indicating a continued interest in receiving a scope
ruling. See Letter of Interest. On August 9,2005, LumiSource submitted an affirmative
response, stating that it continued to be interested in the issues raised in its October 21, 2004,
submission, ahd requested the Department address those issues in the context of a scope inquiry.
On October 6,2005, Petitioners submitted comments rygarding LumiSource's October 21, 2004,
and August 9,2005, submissions. We are addressing LumiSource's October2l, 2004,
submission herein.

Summary of the Scope Request

LumiSource describes its cell phone stash chair, whale stash chair, dolphin stash chair, and stash
cube ("stash furniture") as primarily plush, upholstered furniture with a plywood frame.
LumiSource argues that the stash furniture is designed as seating furniture for use in living,
family, play or game rooms. LumiSource contends that the primary and common usage for the
stash furniture is for seating while talking on the phone, watching TV, and/orplaying video.
games.

LumiSource asserts that while the stash furniture features storage w1its for entertainment items,
the storage function of the stash furniture is secondary to its seating function, as evidenced by the
limited space of the storage area. LumiSource argues that bedroom storage furniture, in contrast,
has more space that is devoted to storing clothing, but no seating capacity; such that its principal
function is storage in a bedroom. LumiSource also cites several rulings issued by U. S. Customs
and Border Protection ("CBP"), in which CBP classified certain seating furniture with a
subsidiary storage function under HTSUS 9401.61.6010, which provides for "other seats, with
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wooden frames, upholstered, other household."15 LumiSource asserts that, although the stash
furniture is labeled "stash" chairs and cube, the storage function is secondary to its seating
function.

In addition, LurniSource argues that the stash furniture is not made substantially of wood.
LumiSource contends that the stash furniture is almost entirely made of non-wood materials
(e.g., fabric) and the wooden frame is not significantly greater than the non-wood materials in
structure and function, Further, LumiSource argues that a piece of furniture is substantially made
of wood based on the visual impression that the piece conveys to the purchaser, and that the
purchaser could easily confirm that the stash furniture is made primarily of fabric and foam,

Further, LumiSource argues that it markets and advertises the stash furniture as occasional or
novelty seating furniture; not for use in the bedroom, LumiSource states that it features the stash
furniture in the "Chairs" section of its product line, and that chairs, stools and benches are all
defined in the dictionary as examples of "seats,"16 Thus, LumiSource argues that the stash
furniture is not bedroom furniture, nor is it consistent with the type of bedroom furniture
included in the scope of the investigation, 17

Finally, LumiSource argues that if the Department finds the description in the scope is not
dispositive relative to the stash furniture, the stash furniture is still outside the scope by means of
application of the "Diversified Products" criteria. 18 LumiSource argues that the physical
characteristics of the product, the expectations of the ultimate purchasers, the ultimate use of the
product, the channels of trade in which the product is sold, and the maimer in which the product
is advertised and displayed for the stash furniture are all distinct from that of wooden bedroom
furniture,

Petitioners concur with LumiSource, stating that the stash furniture should be excluded from the
scope of the order. Petitioners maintain, however, that the Department should specifically
identify the cell phone stash chair, whale stash chair, dolphin stash chair, and stash cube as
specific products in the event of a scope clarification, and not provide a general description of
those products,

15 In suppOli of its argument, LurniSource cites NY 089992 (May 10, 2001); NY F82732 (February 22,
2000); DD 803785 (November 22, 1994).

16 In support of its argument, LurniSource cites Gove, Philip Babcock. Webster's Third New International
Dictionary, Unabridged. Springfield, MA: MelTiam-Webster,2002.

17 LurniSource cites Petition for the Imposition of Antidumping Duties: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from
the People's Republic of China, October 31,2003 at page 18.

18 LurniSource cites Diversified Products v. United States, 572 F. Supp. 883 (CIT 1983) ("Diversified
Products").
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Legal Framework

The Department examines scope requests in accordance with the Department's scope regulations.
See 19 CFR 351.225 (2002). On matters concerning the scope of an antidumping duty order, the
Department first examines the description of the merchandise contained in the petition, the initial
investigation, the determinations of the Secretary (including prior scope determinations) and the
International Trade Commission ("ITC"). See 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1). This determination may
take place with or without a formal inquiry. If the Department determines that these descriptions
are dispositive of the matter, the Department will issue a final scope ruling as to whether or not
the subject merchandise is covered by the order. See 19 CFR 351.225(d).

Where the descriptions of the merchandise are not dispositive, the Department will consider the
five additional factors set forth at 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2). These criteria are: i) the physical
characteristics of the merchandise; ii) the expectations of the ultimate purchasers; iii) the ultimate
use of the product; iv) the channels of trade in which the product is sold; and v) the marmer in
which the product is advertised and displayed. The determination as to which analytical
framework is most appropriate in any given scope inquiry is made on a case-by-case basis after
consideration ofall evidence before the Department.

Analysis

The scope language of the order which is relevant to the scope request states:

"Wooden bedroom furniture is generally, but not exclusively, designed, manufactured,
and offered for sale in coordinated groups, or bedrooms...The subject merchandise is
made substantially of wood products...The scope of the Petition excludes the following
items: (1) Seats, chairs, benches, couches, sofas, sofa beds, stools, and other seating
furniture ..."

The physical descriptions and photographs of the cell phone stash chair, whale stash chair,
dolphin stash chair, and stash cube clearly demonstrate that they are "seats," "chairs," or "other
seating furniture." See Scope Request at pages 3-4 and Exhibit A. In addition, the physical
descriptions, photographs, and advertisements provided by LumiSource confirm that the furniture
subject to this request is used primarily for seating rather than storage. See Scope Request at
pages 3-4 and Exhibits A, D-H. Thus, the furniture subject to this request clearly meets the
description of merchandise excluded from the scope of the order.

We have evaluated the scope request in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225(k)(I) because the
descriptions of the product contained in the petition, the initial investigation, the determinations
by the Secretary (including prior scope determinations) and the ITC are, in fact, dispositive with
respect to the subject furniture. Consequently, the Department finds it unnecessary to consider
the additional factors in 19 CFR 35l.225(k)(2). Therefore, in accordance with 19 CFR
351.225(d), the Department determines that the cell phone stash chair, whale stash chair, dolphin
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/

stash chair, and stash cube produced by LumiSource meet the description of merchandis<o
excluded from the scope ofthe order.

Recommendation

Based upon the above analysis, we recommend the Department find that the furniture subject to
this request meets the description of merchandise excluded from the scope of the order and,
therefore, is not subject to the antidumping duty order on wooden bedroom furniture from the
PRe.

Agree

Date

Disagree
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The United States Department of Commerce ("the Department") has prepared these draft

results of redetermination pursuant to the remand order of the Court of International Trade ("the

Court") in <:Juangzhou Maria Yee Furnishings, Ltd., et al. v. United States, Court No. 05-00065,

Slip Op. 05-158 (CIT December 14, 2005) ("Maria Yee Remand"). The Court remanded the

Department's detelwination to reject, as untimely, celtain infonnation submitted by Guangzhou

Maria Yee Furnishings Ltd., et al. ("Maria Yee"). In accordance with the Court's opinion, we

have accepted and considered the information previously rejected, and have detelmined that

Maria Yee qualifies for a separate rate in the investigation of wooden bedroom furniture from the

People's RepUblic of China ("PRC"). The Department's reasoning for its decision is set forth

below.

Background

The administrative determination under review is the Final Determination of Sales at Less

Than Fair Value: Wooden Bedroom Furniture From the People's Republic of Chin!\, 69 Fed.

Reg. 67,313 (November 17, 2004), as amended, 70 Fed. Reg. 329 (January 4, 2005) ("Final

Determination"). During the investigation, the Department rejected certain information

submitted by Maria Yee as untimely. The Department detennined that because Maria Yee's

submission was rejected as untimely, the Department would not consider whether Maria Yee was



eligible for a separate rate. Maria Vee challenged these aspects of the Department's lInn!

Determination before the Court.

On December 14, 2005, the Court issued its opinion. See Maria Vee Remand. The Court

found that the Department's method of notice to parties of the requirement and deadline to

submit a response to Section A of the Department's questionnaire was not reasonable, and

remanded this case to the Department for further consideration consistent with the Court's

opinion, and in light of the Court's decision in Decca Hospitality Furnishings, LLC v. United

States, Court No. 05-00002, Slip Op. 05-100 (CIT August 23, 2005) ("Decca"). As discussed

below, in accordance with the Court's opinion, the DepaJiment has analyzed the evidence

presented by Maria Yee to determine if it is eligible for a separate rate. Based on our analysis of

the evidence submitted by Maria Yee, we have detennined that Maria Vee qualifies for a separate

rate in the investigation of wooden bedroom furniture from the PRC.

Timely Notice

Although the Department has fully complied with the Court's order, it notes its respectful

disagreement with certain conclusions made by the Court in Maria Yee Remand. First, the

Department disagrees with the Court's conclusion that Maria Vee did not receive timely notice of

the requirement to submit a response to Section A of the Department's questionnaire in order to

be considered for a separate rate in the investigation. While the Department acknowledges that

publication in the Federal Register would have been legally sufficient, as a practical matter, the

Department maintains that, in China cases, providing notice through the Chinese Ministry of

Commerce ("MOFCOM") is an effective and reasonable method of providing parties who want
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to participate with constructive notice oftheir obligations. Moreover, as more Lil1y set i;Jrth in

the Department's August 16, 2005, brief filed before this Court, the record in this case

demonstrates unequivocally that Maria Yee received sufficient notice and had actual knowledge

of the investigation, and was well situated to know that it needed to file a response to Section A

of the Department's questiollilaire in order to receive separate rate consideration.

Second, the Department respectfully disagrees with the Court's finding that the number of

parties that responded to Section A of the Department's questionnaire is not indicative of

whether notice through MOFCOM was reasonable. The Department received 120 responses to

Section A of its questionnaire, itself a significant figure comparable to the 137 responses to the

("Q&V") questiOimaire which the Department sent directly to these parties. See Memorandum to

Laurie Parkhill, Office Director, Import Administration, from Eugene Degnan, Case Analyst,

through Robert Bolling, Program Manager, Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's

Republic of China: Separate Rates for Producers/ExpOliers that Submitted Ouestionnaire

Responses. P.R. Doc. 1330 (June 17, 2004) ("Separate Rates Memo"). At the time of the

investigation, the Department found the significant quantity of responses to be a sufficient

indicator that our notice to parties through MOFCOM was reasonable. The Department also

respectfully disagrees with the Court's conclusion that our notice was insufficient because fewer

parties responded to Section A ofthe questionnaire than to our Q&V questiollilaires. There are

any number of reasons as to why parties might not have responded to Section A of the

Department's questionnaire, one of which being that some parties might have decided not to

apply for a separate rate.
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Third, the Department respectfully disagrees with the Court's finding that notification

through MOFCOM somehow places a greater burden on small companies. At the beginningof

the investigation, the Department requested MOFCOM's assistance in locating all

producers/exporters that may have exported wooden bedroom furniture to the United States,

regardless of their size. See Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Furniture

from the People's Republic ofChin!b P.R. Doc. 140 (December 30, 2003) ("Q&V

Questionnaire"). Numerous other companies, both small and large, were able to discern the

Department's Section A requirement and deadline, and filed their responses in a timely manner.

Morever, during the investigation, Maria Vee never informed the Department in a timely manner

that it required assistance, as the statute requires, and indeed has never claimed that its untimely

response was due to lack of ability to supply information. See Section 782(c)(2) of the Tariff Act

of 1930, as amended ("the Act"); 19 USC I677M(c).

Fourth, the Department respectfully disagrees with the Court's reliance on Certain Cased

Pencils From the People's Republic of China; Preliminary Results and Rescission in Part of Anti

Dumping Duty Administrative Review, 67 Fed. Reg. 2,402 (January 17, 2002) ("Cased Pencils")

as support for the assertion that MQFCOM is an unreliable means of disseminating information.

The Court states, "In the Preliminary Results in Certain Cased Pencils, the PRC Ministry of

Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation ("MOFTEC"), the predecessor to MOFCOM, did not

respond to requests from Commerce requesting that MOFTEC forward questionnaires to

unlocatable parties." See Maria Vee Remand at 16. In Cased Pencils, the Department requested

that MOFTEC deliver our questionnaire to seventeen parties for whom the Department could not

find addresses. MOFTEC then asked for assistance from the China Chamber of Commerce For
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Import & Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts ("CCCLA") in lransmilting the

questiollllaire to those unknown parties. The fact that MOFTEC was unable to deliver the

questiollllaire to fifteen of the seventeen companies in that particular case was more likely a

result of the difficulty in locating the particular companies in question (which the Department

also could not locate) rather than a result ofMOFTEC's inability or unwillingness to make

information available to producers/exporters within China. Notice through MOFCOM is an

effective and reasonable method of providing parties who want to participate with notice of their

obligations in many cases before the Department. Therefore, the Department disagrees that the

particular facts in one case render MOFCOM a wholly unreliable means of disseminating

infonnation.

Finally, the Court states that the Department may argue that Maria Vee had actual notice

of the deadline fOF responding to Section A of the Department's questionnaire if it can make a

factual determination that Maria Vee received Selection of Respondents for the Antidumping

Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China, P.R. Doc. 295

(January 30,2004) ("Respondent Selection Memo") prior to the the February 23,2004, deadline

for submitting responses to Section A of the Department's questiollllaire. It is not possible for

the Department to know whether Maria Yee had actual notice of our deadline, through the

Respondent Selection Memo or otherwise. However, the Department maintains that notice

through MOFCOM, the Notice of Initiation, the appendix to the regulation and the Respondent

Selection Memo, collectivelyprovided Maria Vee with actual knowledge of the investigation and

constructive notice of its obligations before the Department. Despite our disagreement with the

issues noted above, the Department has completed the Court's remand, as ordered.
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Footnote 5

With regard to Footnote 5, the Department agrees that at the time of the investigation, Maria Vee

was an unknown party. The Department further submits that this fact is uncontested, and not an

issue before the Court. It was precisely in order to reach potential producers/exporters that were

not on the Department's list of known producers that we contacted MOFCOM, requesting

assistance in identifying unknown paliies. See Q&V Ouestionnaire at Attachment 4.

Remand Redetermination: Evidentiary Requirements for a Separate Rate

During the investigation, the Department evaluated a respondent's independence from

govenlli1ent control on the basis of information timely submitted by companies in response to

Section A of the Department's questionnaire. See Final Detennination. The Department has

detennined that, in accordance with the Court's opinion, it must analyze the evidence presented

by Maria Vee to determine whether it is eligible for a separate rate. Accordingly, on December

27,2005, the Department reopened the record and requested that Maria Vee re-submit a copy of

its initial July 2, 2004, submission. On December 28,2005, Maria Vee re-submitted a copy of its

initial July 2,2004, submission. We examined this submission, employing the samecriteria for a

separate rate qualification that we used to evaluate timely responses to Section A of the

Department's questiollilaire during the investigation. During the investigation,parties that

provided us with complete, legible and timely responses establishing that they were wholly

owned by a parent company based in a market-economy country were not subject to a

conventional separate rate analysis, and, as a result, qualified for a separate rate. See Separate

Rates Memo, at 4-7; see also Memorandum from Will Dickerson, Katharine Huang to Laurie
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Parkhill, Office Director, AD/CVD Enforcement. Antidumping Duty Investigation of WOQC!i:L1

Bedroom Furniture From the People's Republic of China: Analysis of Allegations of Ministerial

Errors for Section A Respondents, P.R, Doc 1609, at 2 (July 29,2004); see also Final

Determination and accompanying Issues and Decision Memorandum at Comment 77, After

examining Maria Vee's December 28,2005, submission, we found the submission to be deficient

in that it did not provide sufficient information to substantiate whether Maria Yee is wholly

owned by a company based in a market-economy country. Specifically, Maria Vee's December

. 28, 2005, submission did not contain sufficient supporting documentation necessary to

substantiate its statements regarding its business licenses, price negotiations, and sales processes.

Because Maria Vee's December 28,2005, submission was deficient, on January 5,2006, the

Depmiment issued Maria Vee a supplemental questio1l1laire, just as we would have done ifMaria

Vee's submission were timely filed during the investigation. This is consistent with our

treatment of parties during the investigation, See,~, Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the

People's Republic of China: Supplemental Section A Ouestionnaire for COE, Ltd., P.R. Doc.

984 (May 18, 2004).1

On January 13, 2006, Maria Vee submitted a timely filed, legible response to the

Department's January 5,2006, supplemental questio1l1laire, We examined Maria Vee's narrative

responses and supporting documentation to our supplemental questions regarding its business

licenses, price negotiations, and sales processes, In particular, we confirmed that Guangzhou

Maria Yee Furnishings Ltd., a Chinese producer of subject merchandise, is wholly owned by

1 During the investigation, the Department provided parties who submitted deficient submissions an
opportunity to correct deficiencies by sending them one or more supplemental questionnaires.
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Pyla HK Ltd., a Hong Kong company. The Department considers Hong Kong to he a n;9r!<ct·

economy country. Upon examination of the cumulative information presented in Maria Yee's

December 28, 2005, and January 5, 2006, submissions, we have determined that Maria Yee has.

provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate that it is wholly owned by a company based in a

market-economy country. We have fmiher determined that Maria Yee, being wholly owned by a

company based in a market-economy country, is not subject to a conventional separate rates

analysis and qualifies for a separate rate. This is consistent with our practice in the investigation.

See Amended Preliminary Antidumping Duty Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value:

Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China, 69 Fed. Reg. 47,417 (August

5,2004).

By providing Maria Yee an opportunity to resubmit its infonnation from its July 2, 2004,

submission, by issuing Maria Yee a supplemental questionnaire, and by further considering

whether Maria Yee is entitled to a separate rate, the Department has fully complied with the

Court's Order.

Draft Results of Redetermination

Based upon our examination of the evidence submitted by Maria Yee in its December 28,

2005, and January 5, 2006, submissions, we have detelwined that Maria Yee meets the

evidentiary requirements necessary to receive a separate rate in the investigation of wooden

bedroom furniture from the PRC. Accordingly, pursuant to these draft results, Maria Yee is

entitled to the weighted-average Section A cash deposit rate of 6.65 percent.
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